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About This Game

Are you a rookie? Or a professional? Whatever! With this poker game you can compete against a powerful A.I. based on neural
networks - or other poker players in the online community!

In No Limit, Pot Limit, Split Limit poker and various game modes such as single-player, tournament, network game and
internet game you can train and improve your poker skills - or just play for fun.

Even people who have never played a round of Texas Hold'em Poker are quickly and easily introduced into the rules and can
immediately start exciting poker tournaments!

Features:

Single-player: different degrees of difficulty

Tournament: up to 160 players

Heads-Up-Tournament: up to 128 players

Powerful A.I. based on neural networks

All limit types: No limit, pot limit and split limit
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Environment configurable: 10 different tables and environments available

Chips and card design configurable: Dollar or Euro chips or Euro coins

Realistic full 3D-animated graphics, voice output and sound effects

Multi-player modes: LAN mode and Internet mode

Online statistics and rankings

Tutorial and detailed game help

Beginner mode with tips
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Title: Trendpoker 3D: Texas Hold'em Poker
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
BufoProject
Publisher:
BufoProject
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB / OpenGL 1.2

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,German
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Honestly, this isnt really a good novel.

It feels very inorganic, its set in a scifi setting not far from our time, so naturaly theres a lot of technology to explain. So how do
they do it. Well....the story telling completely stops, and the main character explains it to the reader, i.e. the worst way to do it.
For example: the "phones" they use have a mode that basically allows only the user to see the display, called sleeve-something.
So in order to explain to the reader how it works and what it does, the main character thinks to himself preciesly that, breaking
all tension and continuous story telling.

The main charactek you play as is a depressed useless person with very little redeeming qualities to speak of. Most of the time
he just sits there and thinks to himself, "I WISH I CAOUD DO SOMETING". Other characters arent as useless as the MC, in
fact quite the opposite. Which is a problem, because that makes you, the reader, feel damn useless, giving you the urge to shout
at the MC to just do something, anything.

With the story bein that of a drama, naturally theres a lot of blame the character either throw at each other or at themselves.
Frequency of these\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665throwing mathces was really high in the 7 hours Ive acumulated.
They were really illogical, stupid and over the top.

On a positive note, the voice acting is solid, as is the art. Nothing breath taking, but definitelly above the average. The lines are
delivered in a nice way that fits the character they are voicing. Unfortunately, that means that the MC sounds boored, depressed
and completely clueless (obviously, hes supposed to sound like that, but listening to him talk like that for 7 hours made me want
to help him in killing himself).

Have a nice day.

If youve played the game, and feel like I did it a misservice, please tell me in the comments, as there is a possibility it suddenly
gets better later on. Needless to say I wont be playing it on my own accord any more.. Not a big fan of this, honestly, it doesn't
seem to do anything well, because whenever something feels good like the fighting, it gets detracted from by something bad
(like forced arena segments that almost always kill you or massively reduce your health). Well it's played by Ron Perlman,
doesn't wear a suit, has a sick shotgun, boring perk deck, slow but cool-ish chain whip and a awesome rust mask, 6\/10. I like to
play tower defense games when I am relaxing. I don't want a huge challenge. That being said, I bought this game because it was
cheap and I like tower defense games. It has eighteen or nineteen maps. I have been playing them on "easy" difficulty, not really
wanting a challenge.
But, I can't seem to beat the eigth map! Even on easy mode, I have tried it three times and seem to have made no progress in
beating the last wave. So, I seriously doubt if I will ever see anything beyond the eight map, considering that the others are
locked until I beat it. So, I would have to say the game is too difficult and probably wasn't play tested very much.

Update: After playing it for a while, I have gotten farther. Now I'm stuck on level eighteen. LOL!

It is fun, but rather simplistic. It only has a few types of towers, which can be upgraded twice.. I love this game and have
actually used it as daily exercise. I think you have the dificullty settings down to a tee. I also like the blocky retro graphics, its a
nice change. Great value game. Keep up the good work!!. Fun to pass some time while waiting for other games to install.
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This game has a bit to go before it is an amazing game, but still deserves a recommend! (y). I first played this game when I was
6. It's still as good.. This is a fun game! Sometime's it's pretty challenging... And sometime's it's fun to play! I love these
bullethell game's. This game is pretty enjoyable.. A++ This game has a cool soundtrack but if you don't like it...add your own
music! I like to put on some chillstep or some ambient techno and the game changes your surroundings to the music! As simple
as this game is, it is a trip to play! You upgrade by grabbing icons and then blast the heck out of anything that moves! Addictive,
trippy, fun, and cheap! Crossplatform as well. Highly recommend if you are looking for something casual and out of the
ordinary.. It turns Maverick into a Chef 10\/10. Quite weird game even for an ‘indie’ one. Devs didnt lied about inspiration by
old Famikon (NES) games and really made decent old-school game. At the same time, its both an advantage and disadvantage
because Neon Hardcorps:

1) very short - its possible to beat all six campaign levels for just 15-20 minutes or even less, if you want just to complete game
without breaking stuff and maximizing score,

2) even with small RPG system, six weapons and three different types of levels Neon Hardcorps too simple not just for a PC
game but for any alternative old-school games or even Famikon one – good old Contra which may be freely played this days via
emulators much more diverse and hardcore,

3) game slightly buggy and feels unfinished, sandbox mode broken for me and it seems impossible to save campaign progress at
all.

Wanna know why I still thumbed up this game? Well…because buying this game feels like inserting coin into arcade machine –
you spent just few cents for a few minutes of fun, quite fair exchange. I bought Neon Hardcorps via ‘Back in Time bundle’ on
sale for 24 cents thus spending just 8 cents on it, so its literally impossible to write negative review on a game which cost less
then a cup of coffee altogether with two other games.
. ah this game brings back many memories. full review on youtube: https://youtu.be/vWcEJsh6-zc

Summary:
Game is obviously still in development but its enjoyable.

few things need improvement:
tutorial is a bit short
moving could be tough if rocks/buildings pieces are in the middle
lagged at times due to the PVP

Overall the game was fun and has the pieces to be a super fun game.
. just bad don't play not worth it
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